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Laminar FLow DiFFuser with integrateD hePa FiLter



Typical Applications
The LFDCX is typically used in 

applications that require low velocity, 

clean supply air to slowly wash over a 

patient or critical process with minimal 

turbulence or induction of room air. 

These applications include clean 

space environments in aerospace, 

semiconductor, and pharmaceutical 

manufacturing as well as medical 

facilities. The LFDCX is classified as an 

ASHRAE group E non-aspirating diffuser 

and meets ASHRAE 170 requirements 

for the ventilation of healthcare 

facilities.

FEATURES
 + Integrated Filter

 + Center Access Channel

 + Room Side Adjustable Airflow

 + Leak Free Construction

OPTIONS
 + Casing Insulation

 + Damper

 - Fixed Distribution Plate

 - Adjustable Distribution Plate

 - Butterfly Damper

Product Highlights
Price LFDCX Low Profile Laminar Flow Diffusers with integrated high-efficiency filters are 
designed to suit the critical requirements of modern cleanrooms. The LFDCX provides 
a means of controlling particle contamination within a room by providing unidirectional 
laminar flow of air with low initial face velocity, supplying clean air to the space without 
entrainment of contaminated air from the occupied space.

Integrated Filter
 + The full sized, integrated HEPA or ULPA filter provides greater active filter area and 

airflow capacity than laminar flow diffusers with roomside removable filters. 

 + The protective screen prevents damage to the filter media during installation and 
operation.

Center Access Channel 
 + The anodized extruded aluminum center divider provides access to the distribution 

plate and damper for roomside airflow adjustment and also allows for static pressure 
measurement and upstream aerosol challenge verification.

Filtered Laminar Flow Diffuser

Center Access Channel

Room Side Adjustable Airflow
 + Three airflow control options:

 - Fixed distribution plate - where no room side air flow adjustment is required.

 - Adjustable distribution plate - where room side air flow adjustment is required.

 - Butterfly damper - Where increased room side air flow adjustment is required. 

Leak Free Construction
 + To achieve the required cleanliness level, the entire diffuser/filter assembly is leak free to prevent unfiltered air from entering the space. 

 + The LFDCX is factory tested in accordance with Standard IEST-RP-CC034.3 for scan testing to ensure the housing and frame are 
consistent with the filter leakage standards.
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Dimensional Data

Nominal Size
Active Filter Area

Inlet Sizes W x L

8,10,12,14 24 in. x 24 in. 3.594 sq. ft.

8,10,12,14 24 in. x 36 in. 5.490 sq. ft.

8,10,12,14 24 in. x 42 in. 6.438 sq. ft.

8,10,12,14 24 in. x 48 in. 7.386 sq. ft.

Nominal Filter Depth Unit Height (H)

2 in. Dimple Pleat 5.531 in.

4 in. Dimple Pleat 7.188 in.

Casing Insulation

Casing Insulation
 + The optional foil backed casing insulation controls condensation and thermal gain. The 2 inch external insulation meets ASTM E84 

and UL723 requirements.

Initials
Completion dateFactory order no OperatorSch datePart qty Comment/TagIssued date Blank qty

L- 3/8"

W- 3/8"

  H
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Product Improvement is a continuing endeavour at Price. Therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.
Consult your Price Sales Representative for current specifications or more detailed information. Not all products may be

available in all geographic areas. All goods described in this document are warranted as described in the Limited Warranty
shown at priceindustries.com. The complete Price product catalog can be viewed online at priceindustries.com.
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